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Abstract: A highly visual way to understand and develop computer vision algorithms is proposed.
Image processing realization commonly sustains of successive function calls over the output image
from the previous function. In the later phases (i.e. contour analysis, operations over segments)
when the output argument of a function is not always an image, there is often a way to visualize the
arguments by an image. The developed program described in this article is capable of executing basic
computer vision algorithms over the input image sequentially and visualize individual steps outputs
as image queue. The initialization of functions chain is possible with simple text input of individual
function names with an easy option to program new algorithms.
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1 PROLOGUE

From the time when the computer could load a digitalized image, there have been sustained devel-
opment in the field of computer vision algorithms and image processing software. One of nowadays
examples of continuously developed proprietary CV library is the Image Processing Toolbox (IPT)
from MathWorks R©. It is one of many other toolboxes from MATLAB R© environment. The MAT-
LAB environment has its high-level programming language which is consistent across the toolboxes.
In spite of its higher price, it is commonly used in many different subjects in schools and universities
all over the world.

The Image Processing Toolbox capabilities are also suitable for education of CV, as the time-demanding
functions are precompiled. Nevertheless, the MATLAB environment is not commonly used for out-
of-school projects.

When you want to run the program, you either have the MATLAB environment to interpret the pro-
gram code on the fly or to compile the script into a binary file. The second option is burdened with
the need of buying MATLAB CompilerTM. The compiled program also starts longer than a program
in some other high-level programming language even if it contains the same simple algorithms. The
overhead is caused by starting the MCR1. Once the MCR interpreter is running, the code should exe-
cute as fast as in MATLAB environment although its execution can be slower than other lower-level
language programs.

Another framework for CV algorithm development is HALCON from MVTec. It has its IDE with
the possibility to program in the textual and graphical interface. It also has interfaces with other
languages e.g. C, C++ and C#. Thus, HALCON programming environment is for free only for a
limited period; then the user must buy a license that comes again with a higher price.

If we want to teach students something they can use in their projects, we should consider another CV
library. From the year 2000, there is a continuous development of open-source CV library written in

1MATLAB Runtime
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C++ named OpenCV. Its algorithms can be called from within a C or C++ program directly, and
there are wrappers to use it within high-level programming language Python.

There is an abundance of projects using OpenCV library. Not only in technical, but also in art and
other disciplines. This huge community can also contribute to OpenCV code not only through bug
fixing but also by developing brand new CV algorithm2. These conditions create a positive feedback
loop which guarantees OpenCV robustness and further development.

Currently, there is a stable OpenCV 3.1 (as of 21-12-2015) for which the Python 3.4 wrappers exists.
The OpenCV library is also multiplatform and can be used on Windows, Linux, Mac and also on
Android and iOS which further scales its applicability.

2 INTRODUCTION

This article discusses IPAV3 a program with two main goals. Firstly it serves as a CV algorithms
visualiser processing an image or video stream4. This function can be used as a teaching aid in
CV learning classes as a visual representation of individual steps of CV algorithm i.e. resizing,
grayscaling, filtering, etc. It also can help during the development of such chain of steps which
creates the desired CV algorithm during the design phase.

Secondly, it can help the students to learn how to use the OpenCV library from Python. They can build
upon the IPAV to develop own CV algorithm chains, and it smoothens the learning curve of OpenCV
as it is already bundled with GUI library Kivy. Similarly as with the MATLAB IPT, this solution
also enables rapid application development with similar execution times. The higher-level Python
language helps not to sink inevitably into the lower-level memory management and lets developers
contemplate about the CV algorithms. Besides, the program developed with the OpenCV library can
be released with BSD License[2].

3 PROGRAM FUNCTION

3.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The program IPAV is written in Python 3.4 and OpenCV 3.0. The GUI is created through Kivy
multiplatform open source UI framework [4].

Separate threads are used for GUI, CV calculations, and real-time video stream capture to ensure
stable and high-speed performance.

3.2 ALGORITHM CHAINS AND STEP METHODS

Every high-level CV algorithm is implemented as a chain of individual CV step methods. This way
IPAV deploys conventional CV algorithms as they are traditionally made of parts e.g. preprocessing,
segmentation, feature extraction, and classification.

Currently, the algorithm chain can only form a topological daisy chain; multiple children nodes are
not possible. The chain is defined by a string which contains individual names of its step methods.
Explicitly it is a step name strings list. The chain selection then ensures successive calling of defined
step methods over the image. All applicable step methods are defined and initialized at the program
start to be ready whenever needed.

2e.g. ORB (Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF) which was created by OpenCV Labs in 2011 [3]
3IPAV– Image processing algorithms visualiser
4video stream from a file or a connected camera
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3.3 FRONTEND

Main program window has a control panel on the left to enable video stream switching and toggling
of capturing and computing. There is also a slider to control input image resolution division and
multiplication and a camera preview.

In the main section on the right, there is step widgets daisy chain graphical representation. Each
step method is visualized by its name, output image and an average time of execution. There is a
possibility to add an interactive text overlay to each step separately to show more information on
demand. This will be connected later with inline python snippet creation to let the user show any
relevant data i.e. histogram analysis, morphological and other statistics over an image and step data.

Currently, only OpenCV openable video stream input is supported, e.g. USB camera, ethernet camera,
etc. The output is showed only in the widgets.

4 EXAMPLE

4.1 EDGE DETECTORS

There are many algorithms for edge detection implemented in OpenCV library, and there can be a step
implementation created for every one of them. The algorithm chains of Laplacian and Sobel (vertical)
edge filters with 5x5 kernels are shown in following figures. Laplacian on figure 2 on the following
page, Sobel vertical on figure 1. More on the topic of edge filtering can be found for example in
Medical Image Processing book[1].

The whole chain consist of preprocessing steps which perform – original, resizing, grayscaling,
thresholding and separate filtering step method. The widgets are displayed in two columns sorted
in rows with a retrospective order (later-first is the default view).

Figure 1: Sobel filtering chain example (5x5 kernel Sx)

4.2 MARKUP-BASED VISION

In the following example, the algorithm chain is designed to find the markup square in the image
and calculate its homography transformation. Individual step methods are shown retrospectively.
They chronologically consist of – original, resized, grayscaled, inverted threshold, removing a frame,
flooded with black, white flooded, inverted and findTags algorithm.

More output from the findTags algorithm is shown in the right column. The green background rep-
resents successful match, and the text overlay shows valid and false tag detection counts. Flawlessly
located and back-projected square tags are displayed in the bottom-right corner.
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Figure 2: Laplacian filtering chain example (5x5 kernel)

Figure 3: Markup-tag homography calculation algorithm chain example

4.3 DESIGN FLOW

To create a new chain of steps user can insert string of comma separated method names after clicking
Load chain button as seen in figure 4 on the following page. The list of all available step method
names is also accessible through the popup window.

5 APPLICATION

The IPAV was used to develop the algorithm for markup-based vision depicted in the second exam-
ple section 4.2 on the previous page. This example also demonstrates the intrinsical simplicity of
understanding CV algorithm flow when the user deals with visual data.

6 CONCLUSION

It was discussed that a highly visual way of representing CV algorithms in the IPAV can positively
affect the simple CV algorithm development time. Furthermore, IPAV delivers simple visual data of
higher-level CV algorithm which can lead to the less steep learning curve of CV methods.

Lastly, the program can be a stepping stone for any other project as it enables programming with
OpenCV library in higher-level Python language with robust Kivy UI framework. The project source
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Figure 4: Insertion of new step chain string

code is currently hosted on git repository at bitbucket5

7 FUTURE WORK

In the next development cycle; there is planned to add a textual interface with sentence compre-
hension. Continuous algorithm chain creation with the step name suggestion by tabulator key. The
following step would be to save and load the text string during execution.

As it was said, currently the algorithm chain can only form a topological daisy chain. Multiple output
nodes for any step method would account for further simplicity in understanding different CV step
methods. How to effectively compute and synchronize forked chains by multi-thread step method
calling is one of the implementation questions which arises from non-daisy chain structure.

The innovation of GUI elements and widgets is also planned. The introduction of ROI zoom to
individual step widgets and fullscreen preview for selected step method as well as saving of individual
step outputs as an image or video stream are proposed. Also, the inline creation of Python snippets
over individual step text and image data will be supported.
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